
Basic Scene Composition
Welcome to the Basic Scene Composition tutorial. This tutorial was designed to teach you how to many of
Illustrator key tools to create a sunset scene, this should give you good practice for future illustrations. If
you need help with it, or find it confusing, don't hesitate to e-mail me, the information is at the bottom of
the page.

1 Composite- Made up of various parts; compound: The
photographer made a composite picture by putting
together parts of several others.

We'll start of by taking a look at the scene we are going
to create. To the left is a scene I created using fairly
simple technique that you will learn in a few minutes,
you can click on it to activate a larger copy in a new
window. To start composting, move on the step 2.

2 Create a gradient that looks like the one below. (If you
need help with creating gradients, take the Gradients
tutorial.) Now create a rectangle about 90% the size of
the document. Using the Gradient ( ) tool from the
toolbar, drag from bottom to top of the rectangle while
holding down the Shift key to make sure it's straight.

The gradient created and used
for the sunset scene's
background
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3 Choose the Star ( ) tool from the Ellipse tool's
fly-out menu (as shown to the left) Place your mouse in
the center of the rectangle background you created
earlier. Click + drag out a star until it's points just
reach over the edge of the rectangle. (You can use the
final image displayed above for reference) As you are
dragging you might have noticed that you are only
creating a star with five points, to add points simply hit
the up arrow key on your keyboard. Keep on pressing
it until you have a similar amount of points as seen the
the final image. You have now created your sun's
shape.

To add life to the sun, make a gradient like the one
shown below and fill your sun with this new gradient.

The gradient created and used
for the sun.
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To create the hills, select the Ellipse tool ( ) from the toolbar and draw out 3 ellipses similar to the
ones shown above. As you can see I've overlapped the in a way that is the same as the way the hills
in the final result look. (I have added a very thin black stroke to the ellipses, which you should NOT
do, I only did this for clarity reasons)

5

The strokes for the hills are different than other strokes in that their thickness varies at certain
points. This is because they are copies of the originals rather than strokes. Select one of the ellipses
and press Ctrl + C to copy ( Edit>Copy ) , now press Ctrl + B to paste the copy behind the original
( Edit> Paste in Back ). Tap the arrow keys on your keyboard to move the copy above and to the
side of the original a little. Now change the color of the copy to black. Copy this for the other
ellipses and you should get a result similar to the one above.
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6 To cut the edges of the ellipses you'll need to be
familiar with the Pathfinder palette. Create some boxes
and place over the ellipses where you want them to be
cut off. (You don't have to be specific where you cut
them of because you can just resize all the hills if they
end up being to small for the background scene) Use
the Pathfinder palette to cut the edges of the ellipses
by ( one at a time) selecting one of the ellipses to select
it and then clicking on the box while holding Shift to
add it to the selection. Now press the Minus Front
button ( ) in the Pathfinder palette. Repeat this for all
of the ellipses there. ( including the black copies) Once
you have done this, you should get a result similar to
the one to the left.

So far you have created the sun, hills, and background. Follow along to the next page to find out about
coloring the hills, transforming the sun, and adding spiral text!

7 As you can see, we're not far from the final result. The
next step it shading the hills with gradients. But first you
need to make sure that your scene is all in place as we
are coming to the final touches. Place the hills where you
want the to be along with the sun. if they are too small or
too large then select all of them and resize them to fit.
Use the image to the left for reference.

For the hills, I used the following gradient to achieve my
result;

The gradient used for the hills.
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8 To make the sun's points shorter, use the direct Select
tool. Position the Direct selection tool over the points of
the sun until a white box appears next to it, this means
that you can now edit a point. Click and drag the point
towards the center of the sun. Make sure you keep the
point half way between the other to maintain the
proportionality of the sun. Continue doing this for the
rest of the points until you get a result similar to the the
one to the left.

To add the clouds simply draw a bunch of ellipses and
join them with the Unite command in the Pathfinder
palette as shown below;

9 Creating he text is very easy. First select the Spiral tool (
) which can be found in the Ellipse tool's fly-out

menu next to the Star tool ( ) in the toolbar. Drag out
a spiral from the center of the page to the edges of the
scene. Select the Path Type tool ( ) from the Type
tool's fly-out menu and click on the spiral at one of it's
ends. Start typing random letters or words or you can
make up your own little phrases if you want. Once
you've finished typing click off of the spiral. select it
with the Selection tool (first tool in the toolbar) and
press Ctrl + Shift + O on your keyboard to change all the
letters to individual paths. Now simply drag a gradient
through them to add the effect seen to the left.

Quick Tip!

Before you de-select the spiral text, group it by press
Ctrl + G ( Edit>Group ). Now you won't have a hard
time selecting all the letters at once.
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10Once again here is the final result. You will probably get
different results here and there, but I hope you achieved
something at least slightly similar. As you can see by the
time I colored the hills (above) I had achieved a different
coloring effect overall to the final (left) This just goes to
prove how you'll most likely get a different result every
time.

Anyways, congrats, you're done!

Discussion
I hope you've learned how easy it is to create cool scenes using the easiest techniques. I also hope you
understood everything and are now ready to build more complex illustrations and maybe even animations.
If you have any questions, or there are any steps that I can further elaborate on, don't hesitate to e-mail me
using the information below.

Dan Caylor
http://www.thinkdan.com
E-mail: dan@thinkdan.com
Copyright © 2000, 2001 Dan Caylor
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